**Product Description:**

The repliQa HiFi ToughMix is a 2x, ready-to-use solution that contains all the components for high fidelity PCR amplification, including a genetically modified DNA polymerase coupled with hot start antibodies. This unique, next generation master mix provides 90x higher fidelity compared to Taq, while reducing time to PCR results by 2-3x. The extreme speed is enabled by extension times as fast as 1-10 kb/sec depending on target length. The enzyme is coupled with the industry leading ToughMix which is tolerant to a wide variety of inhibitors making it suitable for routing PCR, cloning, amplicon sequencing and site directed mutagenesis.

**Quality Control Analysis and Specifications:**

The functionality of the repliQa HiFi ToughMix is evaluated in a PCR reaction to produce a single 4.1kb product from 20 ng of Human Genomic DNA, while also ensuring the negative control is free of visible product.